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Abstract

In this autobiographical essay I reflect on my training in linguistics and the way it
affected my interpretation and development of SFL theory. In particular I am concerned
to show how I tried to help SFL evolve, accumulating previous understandings into a
model with additional theoretical architecture taking descriptive responsibility for a
wider range of linguistic data. This evolution is illustrated with respect to my work on
discourse semantics (as part of stratified content plane), genre (as part of a stratified
context plane) and appraisal (a discourse semantic framework for analysing feeling).
Orientation
In November 2012 I was invited to Shanghai to attend the launch of my collected pa-

pers by Shanghai Jiao Tong University Press. As part of the proceedings, I was asked

to give a lecture about the development of my work, and to participate in an interview

about the evolution of systemic functional linguistics (hereafter SFL). This paper

is based on those presentations, during which I tried to foreground the theme of

evolution – with respect to some of the ways in which I have attempted to expand the

theoretical and descriptive focus of SFL, moving beyond the clause towards consider-

ations of text and context.

Singulars and regions
In order to frame this discussion I will draw upon the recent ongoing dialogue between

SFL and the social realist theory articulated by Bernstein (e.g. 1999, 1996/2000) and

neo-Bernsteinian scholars (e.g. Muller 2000, 2007; Maton 2007, 2014, Maton & Muller

2007) – with respect to the SFL register variable field and social realist perspectives on

knowledge; for access to this conversation see Christie & Martin (2007), Christie &

Maton (2011) and Maton et al. (in press). To begin we need to distinguish between

singulars and regions, which Bernstein (1996: 23) outlines as follows:

A discourse as a singular is a discourse which has appropriated a space to give itself

a unique name… for example physics, chemistry, sociology, psychology… these

singulars produced a discourse which was about only themselves.... had very few

external references other than in terms of themselves… created the field of the

production of knowledge…
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…in the twentieth century, particularly in the last five decades… the very strong

classification of singulars has undergone a change, and what we have now.... is a

regionalisation of knowledge… a recontextualising of singulars… for example, in

medicine, architecture, engineering, information science… any regionalisation of

knowledge implies a recontextualising principle: which singulars are to be selected,

what knowledge within the singular is to be introduced and related… regions

are the interface between the field of the production of knowledge and any

field of practice…

In this paper I’ll focus on the singular linguistics – on one of its functional theories,

SFL, in particular (as opposed to the region education, where I have tried to contribute

to the development of literacy programs).

Disciplinarity
Throughout his career Bernstein was concerned with the difference between common

and uncommon sense, and the role education plays in polarising the distribution of

uncommon sense knowledge to learners. His culminative publications reworked this

complementarity in terms of horizontal vs vertical discourse (Bernstein 1996/2000: 157):

A Horizontal discourse entails a set of strategies which are local, segmentally

organised, context specific and dependent, for maximising encounters with persons

and habitats… This form has a group of well-known features: it is likely to be oral,

local, context dependent and specific, tacit, multi-layered and contradictory across

but not within contexts.

… a Vertical discourse takes the form of a coherent, explicit and systematically

principled structure, hierarchically organised as in the sciences, or it takes the form

of a series of specialised languages with specialised modes of interrogation and

specialised criteria for the production and circulation of texts as in the social

sciences and humanities.

And within vertical discourse he set up a complementarity of hierarchical vs horizon-

tal knowledge structure. A hierarchical knowledge structure was characterised as

“a coherent, explicit and systematically principled structure, hierarchically organised”

which “attempts to create very general propositions and theories, which integrate

knowledge at lower levels, and in this way shows underlying uniformities across an

expanding range of apparently different phenomena” (1999a: 161, 162). A horizontal

knowledge structure was defined as “a series of specialised languages with specialised

modes of interrogation and criteria for the construction and circulation of texts”

(1999a: 162) – such as the disciplines of the humanities and social sciences (e.g. for

functional linguistics, the ‘languages’ of systemic functional linguistics, lexical func-

tional grammar, role and reference grammar, functional grammar, functional discourse

grammar, cognitive linguistics etc.). Bernstein used the image of a triangle to represent

the nature of knowledge in hierarchical knowledge structures, with general axioms at

the top of the triangle integrating lower level understandings; and for horizontal know-

ledge structures he used a series of L’s, representing the proliferation of theoretical

perspectives involved (Figure 1).



Figure 1 Bernstein’s representation of hierarchical vs horizontal knowledge structures.
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Wignell, presenting at the ‘Reclaiming Knowledge’ workshop at the University of

Sydney in December 2004 (cf. Christie & Martin 2007, Wignell 2007), commented

that the social sciences might be better characterised as a series of warring triangles –

since they tend to model themselves on physical and biological sciences and are more

successful at winning institutional rather than epistemological ascendency; this con-

trasts with the humanities where technicality and the drive to integration via general

models and propositions is less strong (or perhaps even anathema). The broader pro-

file this implies is outlined in Figure 2 below, which uses the size of triangles and L’s

to indicate the sense in which one or another triangle achieves hegemony in the social

sciences, or becomes more fashionable in the humanities.

The tendency of horizontal knowledge structures to ‘progress’ via the introduction of

a new specialised ‘language’ draws attention to the centrifugal potential of such disci-

plines. For a ‘language’ like SFL this raises questions about the fault lines around which

new ‘dialects’, ‘registers’ or even ‘languages’ might evolve. Martin (2011) explores one

aspect of this potential, focusing on axis and stratification issues; towards the end of

this paper, and also in Martin (2013a), several additional fault lines are noted. Here

however I want to ask how a singular like SFL might evolve, subsuming its past into

possible futures. How in other words has it expanded theoretically, thereby affording a

recontextualisation of previous descriptions in relation to an expanding set of linguistic

phenomena (as crudely imaged in Figure 3)?

In doing so I’ll reflect on my own work on discourse semantics, context and appraisal –

as instances of knowledge building. But to contextualise this work I’ll first of all have to

introduce some personal and intellectual history.
My training
During my final year of secondary education, like many young Canadians I was caught up

in ‘Trudeau-mania’, enamoured of the sporty intellectual dandy, Pierre Elliot Trudeau,

who was about to be elected Prime Minister. This inspired me towards a career in politics
Figure 2 Science, social science and humanities as structures of knowledge.



Figure 3 Knowledge building.
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and/or foreign affairs. So it was that in 1968 that I enrolled in Glendon College, a small

liberal arts college on a separate campus from the rest of York University in Toronto.

Glendon was specialising in preparing would-be agents of symbolic control such as myself

for public life, and offered a bilingual program for these future mandarins. Accordingly we

were all enrolled in first year English and French alongside other humanities and social

science subjects (and one unit in ‘natural science’ to round us off). My first year lecturer

for English was Michael Gregory, a dramatic imposing figure who had recently founded

the English Department at Glendon. Gregory had designed an innovative English pro-

gram, foregrounding drama, stylistics and linguistics (Cha 1995, de Villiers and Stainton

2001, 2009). Like most linguists I had no idea what linguistics was before entering

university, but I was soon hooked. From first year Gregory trained us in his ver-

sion of scale and category grammar (inspired by Halliday 1961 and now published as

Gregory 2009), stylistics (Spencer & Gregory 1964) and register theory (Gregory 1967,

Gregory & Carroll 1978). And he hired a student of Gleason’s, Waldemar Gutwinski, to

train us in his specialisation, cohesion (Gutwinski 1976) – as well as what was then known

as transformational generative grammar and stratificational linguistics. So I was analysing

cohesion in texts from 1968, at a time when discourse analysis in linguistics was still in its

infancy; and while I loved grammar, analysis of textual relations beyond the sentence

became my chief concern.

We learned about Gleason’s work from Gutwinski, and so for my MA I went down-

town to the University of Toronto. I furthered my studies in generative grammar and

stratificational grammar there; I was particularly fascinated by the training in relational

networks offered by Peter Reich – an approach to formalising language as a network

of relations without using any linguistic terms at all (Lockwood 1972, Makkai &

Lockwood 1973). For our field methods course we worked on Tagalog, which was

the beginning of my interest in that language (e.g. Martin 2004). And Peter Reich

invited Sherry Rochester to give a lecture on schizophrenic speech in our psycholin-

guistics course, which led to my work with her in clinical linguistics (Rochester &

Martin 1979). With Gleason I had an opportunity to learn about his approach to

discourse, which he had developed with the missionary linguists (at Hartford and

Toronto) whose PhDs he supervised. I particularly enjoyed his many discussions of
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what he called the ‘architecture of language’ and ‘strategies of description’. Gleason

(1961) had of course written the canonical structuralist textbook, Introduction to

Descriptive Linguistics. But he was very well versed in generative grammar, tagme-

mics, stratification grammar and SFL as well, and was far and away the deepest

meta-theoretician I have ever known (though of course regularly dismissed as such

by the generative grammar ‘revolutionaries’ who were so intent at the time on po-

licing the 1957 iron curtain Chomsky had forged by way of shutting down the

American structuralist heritage he was in fact building upon).

Inspired by Gregory’s teaching, my dream however was to study with Michael

Halliday, and I was lucky enough to win a Canada Council scholarship that en-

abled me to commence PhD work with him at Essex in 1974. I went back to Toronto after

a year to work with Gleason and Rochester while Halliday settled in Australia, and

then joined him at the University of Sydney in January 1977 to complete my thesis.

I got a job in his newly founded department in 1978, and have worked there ever

since. My PhD looked at the development of story telling by primary school chil-

dren, focusing on participant identification and conjunction – and undertaking a

statistically based semantic variation analysis of their different coding orientations

at ages 6/7, 8/9 and 10/11 (Martin 1983). Alongside courses in phonology, generative

grammar and schools of linguistics that no one else wanted to teach, I early on devel-

oped a course on functional varieties of language in our MA Applied program, and over

time grasped opportunities to teach functional grammar, discourse analysis, register and

genre theory and media discourse as well. It was through our MA program that I first

made contact with Frances Christie and Joan Rothery, and interacting with them

gave rise to my interest in literacy and educational linguistics (Rose & Martin

2012).

This training was of course a highly unusual one for a linguistics student in

North America at the time (and continues to be so!) and led to a rather curious

reading path that I’ll sketch here. As noted above, from first year university I was

trained in Gregory’s approach to grammar, register and stylistics. Gregory was a great ad-

mirer of Firth, one of Halliday’s teachers, and spent many seminar hours reading to us

from his papers and commenting on them. Recent papers by Halliday, often hot off the

press, received the same hermeneutic treatment – beginning in Gregory’s office and often

continuing over drinks in the staff club. Gutwinski inspired my reading in stratificational

linguistics, especially Gleason’s students’ theses and Lamb (1966); from Lamb one can’t

help but move on to his inspiration, Hjelmslev (1947, 1961), and from there in turn

to his inspiration, Saussure (1916/1966). At Essex I had a chance to take a course in

functional semantics with Halliday, which oriented us to work by Malinowki and

Firth, the Prague School and Labov. Later on in Sydney, my critical theory

colleagues introduced me to work published under Bakhtin’s name. Since then it is

probably fair to say I have spent most of my concentrated reading time reading

and re-reading work by Halliday and by Matthiessen, and trying to better appreci-

ate what they mean.

These autobiographical details may seem out of place in an article in a scholarly lin-

guistics journal. But for readers who have indulged me thus far, I will do my best to

show the relevance of this personal history to the ways in which I have tried to contrib-

ute to SFL.



Table 1 Hjelmslev’s form/substance and content/expression complementarities

Content Expression

Form content form expression form

Substance content substance expression substance
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Evolving SFL
Discourse semantics

The first piece of evolution I’ll discuss has to do with the model of stratification in SFL.

Let’s begin with Hjelmslev’s well-known complementarities of content/expression and

form/substance. Following Saussure, Hjelmslev conceived of language as form not sub-

stance (1947, 1961). As Saussure analogised, language is like the waves we see at the

beach – since waves are neither the amorphous body of water below nor the amorph-

ous air movement above but rather the interaction of one substance with the other

(“the waves resemble the union of coupling of thought with phonic substance” (Saussure

1916/1966: 112). As linguists we are semiotic surfers: we study the waves (we study form,

not substance, in Hjelmslev’s terms) (Table 1).

Hjelmslev further clarifies that language is not a simple system of signs; the bonding

of signifié with signifiant is far more complex than that. Rather, language is a stratified

system of signs, with both a content plane and an expression plane. The influence of

Hjelmslev’s reasoning on Halliday’s early modelling is clear in Figure 4 below – with

substance divided into phonic and graphic formlessness, and extra-textual features.

As presaged in Figure 4, SFL’s orientation to stratification moves beyond Hjelmslev’s

concept of ‘double articulation’ (to use Martinet’s 1949 terms) to incorporate further

levels of analysis. The term context in Figure 4 reflects Firth’s approach to meaning

as function in context (e.g. Firth 1957a) – positioned there as a third plane (a third

stratum in SFL terms). In Halliday’s later work the term semantics is adopted for

this level, resulting in a tri-stratal model with a stratified ‘content plane’ (‘triple

articulation’ if you will) – regularly imaged with co-tangential circles as in Figure 5 below

(e.g. Matthiessen & Halliday 2009: 87).

This evolving conception of language as a tri-stratal system contrasted for me in

interesting respects with the stratificational approach developed by Gleason and his stu-

dents (Cromack 1968, Gleason 1968, Gutwinski 1976, Stennes 1969, Taber 1966). For

them the ‘third’ stratum was conceived as discourse, reflecting their concern with

bible translation and the need to describe text relations beyond the sentence.
Figure 4 Levels of language (from Halliday 1961/2002: 39).



Figure 5 Triple articulation – SFL’s stratified model of language.
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Halliday & Hasan’s emphasis on the idea that a text is not just a big sentence but

rather ‘a SEMANTIC unit: a unit…of meaning…REALIZED by sentences’ (1976: 2, their

emphasis) indicates that the two approaches are not as far apart as the terminology might

lead one to fear (Figure 6).

Nevertheless, work on semantics in SFL has regularly concerned itself with what

might be called clause semantics (e.g. Halliday’s work on SPEECH FUNCTION, Halliday &

Matthiessen’s work on ideational semantics, and Hasan’s semantic networks; e.g.

Halliday 1984, Halliday & Matthiessen 1999 and Hasan 2009 respectively). As a dis-

course analyst I have always wanted to emphasise the need to move beyond the clause

when considering text structure, and began by referring to the third stratum as

discourse (following Gleason), and later on, by way of compromise, as discourse seman-

tics. Year after year, the number of papers at SFL conferences (and worse, the number

of SFL publications) that undertake a grammar analysis of a text and present it without

apology as if was a text analysis has confirmed in me the importance of reinforcing the

concept of text as a semantic unit through the terminology we use in our modelling.

As far as discourse structure was concerned, Gleason viewed it as different in kind from

syntax (for which he was inclined towards a tagmemic slot and filler approach, after Pike –
Figure 6 Gleason’s perspective on stratification.



Figure 7 A sample reticulum (for participant tracking, conjunction, ‘transitivity’ relations).
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Pike 1982, Pike & Pike 1983). For discourse he proposed the idea of a network in which

nodes could have multiple connections with one another (as opposed to a constituency tree

where parts can be related to wholes but not to one another); this network he referred to

as a reticulum. For a short phase of discourse such as The sharks circled once, the insertion

bird lifted up to join them and all four peeled out back toward the sea a reticulum would

have been designed that displayed participant tracking relationships (the sharks ←the inser-

tion bird ←ellipsis ←all four), conjunctive relations among events (circled ^ lifted ^ join ^

peeled) and what in SFL are conceived of as TRANSITIVITY relations among the process, par-

ticipants and circumstances (e.g. the sharks as Actor, circled as Process, once as Extent in

time). The three different types of discourse relation are circled in Figure 7 below, which is

modeled on the kind of layout Gleason and his students favored for reticula.

The crucial point here is that for Gleason texts were conceived as having a different

kind of structure than clauses, but as having structure – discourse structure. This concep-

tion contrasts with Halliday the grammarian’s treatment of cohesion as non-structural re-

lations (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 29) complementing the structural realisations of the

textual metafunction (1973: 141). This ‘grammar and glue’ perspective on cohesion is out-

lined in Figure 8 below, Halliday’s 1973 rank by metafunction profile of English grammar.
Figure 8 Halliday’s (1973: 141) function/rank matrix for the grammar of English.
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So a central concern for me was reinterpreting cohesive ties as discourse semantic

structures and the systems behind them as discourse semantic systems – a project pre-

cipitated by Hasan’s work on componential and organic cohesion, cohesive harmony

and text structure (e.g. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of Halliday & Hasan 1980). English Text

(Martin 1992a) consolidates this work, recontextualising cohesion as discourse semantic

systems and structures as outlined below; for seminal papers see Martin (2010a, 2010b).

Martin & Rose (2003/2007) provide an accessible introduction to this recontextualisation.

Later on APPRAISAL emerged as a discourse semantic system not originally included as
a dimension of cohesion analysis (Martin & White 2005), further discussed in 5.3

below.

This conception of discourse semantics made it possible to analyse the organisation of dis-

course not simply as a list of cohesive ties relating one lexicogramamatical unit to another,

but as a further level of structure in its own right. Figure 9 below exemplifies this approach,

for conjunctive relations. The reticulum displays the internal and external conjunctive

relations that obtain, including their explicitness, their type and their scope.
Figure 9 A reticulum for conjunctive relations (one kind of discourse semantic structure).
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Recontextualising cohesion as discourse semantics also allows us to reconsider its

treatment by Halliday as part of the textual metafunction. As outlined in Figure 10,

NEGOTIATION and APPRAISAL can now be interpreted as interpersonal resources, IDEATION

and CONJUNCTION as ideational and IDENTIFICATION and PERIODICITY as textual.

And this re-allocation of discursive resources to metafunctions allows us to make

predictions about the kind of structure through which they will tend to be realised

(following on from Halliday 1979) – prosodic structure for interpersonal systems,

particulate structure for ideational ones (including orbital and serial structures) and

periodic structure for textual ones. This radically reconceptualises Halliday &

Hasan’s (1976) notion of a ‘cohesive tie’ and what might count as an analysis of co-

hesion in text (cf. the sample text analyses in Halliday & Hasan 1976: 340–355).

This re-allocation also has serious implications for the study of register, especially for

those interested in exploring Halliday’s proposals for mapping intrinsic functionality

(metafunctions) onto context (tenor, field and mode) – in the proportions interpersonal

is to tenor, as ideational is to field, as textual is to mode (e.g. Halliday 1969, 1973).

Based on Halliday’s function/rank matrix in Figure 8 above, we might predict that co-

hesion will be strongly associated with composing mode. Alternatively, from the per-

spective of Figure 10, different aspects of cohesion would correlate with different

dimensions of register – with tenor by and large enacted through NEGOTIATION (and

APPRAISAL), field by and large construed through CONJUNCTION and IDEATION and mode

by and large composed through IDENTIFICATION and PERIODICITY. There are clear impli-

cations in this for how we model context, the second piece of SFL evolution to which I

now turn.
Genre

At this point it is useful to return to Hjelmslev (1961), and another of his famous com-

plementarities – this time between denotative and connotative semiotic systems. A de-

notative semiotic is defined as one with its own expression plane (e.g. language, image,

dance); a connotative semiotic on the other hand deploys another semiotic system as

its expression plane (for which Hjelmslev gives the example of style). Recasting in SFL
Figure 10 The metafunctional organisation of discourse semantic systems.



Figure 11 Context and language interpreted as connotative and denotative semiotics.
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terms, what we are looking at here can be interpreted as a particular conception of

context in relation to language, as outlined in Figure 11.

The relation between language and context is more naturally imaged in SFL

terms as Figure 12 below, with context privileged as a higher stratum of meaning

(cf. Halliday 2002/2005b for a clear articulation of this position). The influence of

Firth (e.g. 1957a/1968: 173–177) is at play here, with context included as a crucial

part of the spectrum of analyses needed to account for meaning (as function in

context) – as also reflected in the context label for the third ‘plane’ in Halliday’s early

model in Figure 4 above.

At this point, to clarify the discussion, it may be useful to distinguish between two

perspectives on the relation between language and social context, which we can refer

to as supervenient and circumvenient. The supervenient perspective was the one just

introduced, whereby context is treated as a higher stratum of meaning; the circumveni-

ent one would alternatively see language as embedded in social context, where social

context is interpreted as extra-linguistic. As Figures 4 and 12 indicate, the latter is not

the way Halliday proposes treating context in SFL. The distinction is imaged in
Figure 12 Context as a higher stratum of meaning (an SFL perspective).



Figure 13 Supervenient (left) and circumvenient (right) perspectives on language and context.
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Figure 13, using co-tangential circles for the supervenient relation, and concentric

circles for the circumvenienta one.

As noted above Halliday suggests modelling context metafunctionally, as tenor, field

and mode (as outlined in Figure 14 below).

My teacher Gregory however (who developed his model of context at a time when

Halliday’s conception of intrinsic functionality was just emerging in SFL) proposed four

variables not three. So I was initially trained to analyse register variation with respect

to field, mode, personal tenor and functional tenor; Ellis and Ure (Ellis & Ure 1969,

Ure and Ellis 1977) were developing a similar four variable model at about the same

time, using the terms field, mode, formality and role. I drew on Gregory’s model in

my first iterations of the functional varieties of language course I noted above, with stu-

dents who were also being trained by Halliday in the same program. As we all know,

early on in their studies students tend to find alternative analytical frameworks confus-

ing, rather than intriguing – and our MA students spent a lot of time complaining

about the different perspectives. Two students who did in fact find the difference intri-

guing, Guenter Plum and Joan Rothery, suggested positioning functional tenor as a

deeper variable, since the purpose of a text influenced all of interpersonal, ideational

and textual meaning. And they further suggested that it was functional tenor that was
Figure 14 The metafunctional organisation of language and context.
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in fact responsible for what we came to call the schematic structure of texts (we had

Labov & Waletzky’s 1967 work on narrative structure, and Hasan’s work on appoint-

ment making and service encounters in mind; Hasan 1977, 1979, Halliday & Hasan

1980). Students continued to complain about the problem of having two kinds of tenor,

personal and functional, now on different levels of abstraction. After more discussion,

we decided to re-name the more abstract level genre (and could thus abbreviate the

term personal tenor to tenor). The evolution of this scaffolding for context is outlined

in Figure 15 below – in Hjelmslevian terms, with language the expression plane of

register and register (tenor, field and mode) now positioned as the expression plane of

genre.

Contrary to reports of the emergence of this model from our educational linguistics

work in primary school, the research groupb developing studies of register and genre

from circa 1980 to 1985 included Plum, who worked on a variety of spoken genres elic-

ited from dog breeders (Plum 1988), Ventola, who studied Finnish migrants’ interac-

tions with Australian staff in post office and travel agency service encounters (Ventola

1987), Eggins, who examined dinner table conversations among her housemates and

friends (Eggins & Slade 1997), Rothery, who was interested in doctor/patient consulta-

tions as well as primary school writing (Rothery 1996), and myself, a would-be critical

linguist, who was working on environmental and administrative discourse (Martin

1985b, 1986a, b). This work is consolidated in Martin 1992a; for a comprehensive up-

dated introduction see Martin & Rose 2008. Hyon 1996 is probably the paper most re-

sponsible for confusion about the heritage of the genre theory outlined above; her

article makes no reference to the work by Plum, Ventola and Eggins, nor Martin 1992a,

and as far as anyone can recall, she didn’t in fact interview me when doing fieldwork in

Australia in 1994. That said, her article put Australian genre theory on the map as it

were, and we cannot help but acknowledge the prestige she bestowed on our enterprise

through her 1996 TESOL Quarterly publication. Martin 1984a is in fact the seminal art-

icle popularising this work for an education audience (also not referenced by Hyon).
Figure 15 The emergence of a stratified model of context.
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Figure 16 uses the co-tangential circle motif to image the stratified model of context

under discussion here. Note that since two levels of context were being proposed, we

needed names to distinguish them. Alongside genre for the deeper level of context, we

adopted register as the cover term for field, tenor and mode. This seemed to us at the

time the term with the best fit in relation to Halliday et al.’s (1964) and Gregory &

Carroll’s (1978) usage – although as Gregory 1968 discusses, terminology in this area

is overlapping and problematic. I return to the issue of terminological confusion

below. For seminal papers on register and genre, including detailed argumentation

for a stratified model of context, see Martin 2012a, b; application of the model to a

range of school and workplace settings is illustrated in Christie & Martin 1997.

One important implication of treating genre and register as supervenient strata is

that they are conceived as emergently complex patterns of meaning. They are higher

levels of meaning in other words that metaredound with lower ones – so that genre is

a pattern of register patterns, register a pattern of discourse semantics ones, which are

in turn a pattern of lexicogrammatical ones, in turn a pattern of phonological ones (for

metaredundancy see Lemke 1995). We thus need to be very cautious as far as making

generalisations about genre on the basis of discourse semantic patterns, without taking

register into account – just as basing register analysis directly on grammatical patterns

would leave a whole stratum of articulation, discourse semantics, out of the picture. No

one would think of basing a discourse analysis simply on phonological analysis, leaving

out lexicogrammar. But as noted above it is very common for SFL and corpus linguists

to base context analysis simply on lexicogrammatical patterns, setting aside discourse

semantics, or register (i.e. field, tenor and mode), or both, as if these levels of articulation

were not crucial. Supervenience demands a full spectrum of analyses, across the strata pro-

posed – for which, fortunately, SFL is very well provisioned (e.g. Martin & Rose 2008 for

genre, Martin 1992a for register, Martin & Rose 2003 for discourse semantics, Halliday

1985a for lexicogrammar and Halliday & Greaves 2008 for intonation). Coming to terms

with this extravagant tool-kit is of course a life-long learning task.
Figure 16 A stratified supervenient model of language and of social context.
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In my 1984 article, ‘Language, register and genre’, which was commissioned by Fran

Christie to introduce register and genre theory to an education audience, I made ana-

logy between the stratified approach to context just outlined and Malinowski’s concepts

of context of situation (Malinowski 1923, 1935) and context of culture (Malinowski

1935). This was perhaps stretching a point, since Malinowski’s perspective was arguably

more circumvenient than supervenient – but I made the suggestion, suitably hedged

(I thought), as follows:

In a sense this takes us back to Malinowski, who argued that contexts both of

situation and culture were important if we are to fully interpret the meaning

of a text. Informally speaking, we might suggest that our level of genre

corresponds roughly to context of culture in his sense (culture as a system of

genres in other words), our register perhaps to his context of situation. (Martin

1984/2010:19)

As many readers seemed to find this analogy helpful, and took it up in education

work (e.g. Derewianka 1990: 19), I continued to use the terms context of culture and

context of situation as glosses on genre and register in at least two publications (the

relevant quotes are reproduced below from Martin 1992a and Eggins & Martin 1997).

By Martin 1997, thanks to Matthiessen’s 1993 clarifications, I came to appreciate the

confusion that this analogy had created (which few other than Matthiessen seemed to

find intriguing) – because of Halliday’s (e.g. 2002) use of the terms context of culture

and context of situation for instantiation, not supervenience. The problem is discussed

in the third quote below. Since the terms context of culture and context of situation

had never been theoretical categories in my model, but simply intertextual glosses on

genre and register, I tried to avoid them in subsequent publications.

The sociosemantic organisation of context has to be considered from a number of

different angles if it is to give a comprehensive account of the ways in which

meanings configure as text. Seen from the perspective of language, context can be

interpreted as reflecting metafunctional diversity… Halliday 1978:122 outlines the

semiotic structure of context as follows: “The semiotic structure of the situation is

formed out of the three sociosemiotic variables of field, tenor and mode.” … Seen

from the perspective of culture on the other hand, context can be alternatively

interpreted as a system of social processes. This for example is the perspective

that underlies much of Bakhtin’s writing on genre… The tension between these

two perspectives will be resolved in this chapter by including in the interpretation

of context two communication planes, genre (context of culture) and register

(context of situation), with register functioning as the expression form of genre,

at the same time as language functions as the expression form of register.

(1992a: 494–495)

In this chapter we have explained how R&GT views text, and therefore the lexical,

grammatical and semantic choices which constitute it, as both encoding and

construing the different layers of context in which the text was enacted. The terms

register (context of situation) and genre (context of culture) identify the two major
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layers of context which have an impact on text, and are therefore the two main

dimensions of variation between texts. (Eggins & Martin 1997: 251)

It is probably fair to argue that in 1981/1982 we lacked some of the resources we

needed for clarifying our perspective on genre in relation to register and language.

For one thing we were just coming to terms with Lemke’s (1995) notion of

metaredundancy (the notion of patterns of patterns of patterns of…) and how it

could be applied to interstratal relations. For another, Halliday’s grammar was

still growing beyond the 15 page hand-out stage, and so our appreciation of the

significance of the Token/Value relation in relational clauses as a tool for thinking

about layers of abstraction was inadequate. Beyond this we were probably unhelpfully

vague about the distinction between realisation as an inter-stratal or inter-rank

relationship and instantiation (also called realisation) as the manifestation of system

in process (of systemic potential in textualised actual). This may have masked for us

the way in which Halliday was managing the relationship between context of culture

and context of situation at the time, which he saw as related by realisation, meaning

instantiation; whereas when our educational colleagues talked about context of

culture (i.e. genre) realised in context of situation (i.e. register) they meant

inter-stratal realisation, not instantiation. (Martin 1997: 34–35)

Halliday’s (Halliday 2002/2005b: 254) instantiation/stratification matrix clarifies the vari-

ables at play here – omitting an expression form stratum (phonology or graphology) and

including the notion of a sub-system or instance type along the instantiation cline. In a

subsequent diagram in the same paper, context of culture is glossed as “potential clusters

of values of field, tenor, mode” and context of situation as “instantial values of field, tenor

and mode” (2002/2005b: 255) (Figure 17).

It should be stressed here that the ‘confusion’ around the terms context of culture

and context of situation is purely terminological – and that both Halliday and I were

recontextualising Malinowski’s own views, via Firth’s reading of them (Firth 1957b).
Figure 17 Halliday’s 2002 instantiation/stratification matrix.
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There is nothing theoretically or descriptively at stake here in the terminology as far as

my model of context and Halliday’s is concerned. All strata instantiate, including regis-

ter and genre, in my stratified model of context (Martin 2010c), just as context of cul-

ture instantiates (as context of situation) and semantics, lexicogrammar and phonology

instantiate as text in his; there is no disagreement there. Where there is disagreement,

what is at stake is whether we need a stratified model of context or not – for Halliday,

no; for me, yes, absolutely. It is important in discussions of context to concentrate

substantively on what matters (i.e. whether to map genre as an emergently complex

pattern of field, tenor and mode configurations or not), and not to dwell terminologically

on what does not. For further clarificationc see the introductions to Martin 2012a, b and

papers therein.
Appraisal

By the late 1980s our stratified approach to context and content planes afforded both

the impulse and the possibility for work on the language of evaluation. The push from

context came from our work on story genres, where as Labov had stressed (Labov &

Waletzky 1967, Labov 1982, 1984) the point of a story depends on the interaction of

evaluative language with ideational meaning. Plum’s and Rothery’s work developing our

understanding of recounts, anecdotes, exemplums, observations, narratives of personal

experience and thematic narratives (for an overview of and references to their seminal

work see Martin & Rose 2008) emphasised the importance of the type of evaluation

used as well as its placement in genre structure as far as distinguishing types of story

genre was concerned. And we quickly realised that our framework for analysing atti-

tude in discourse was not up to the demands being placed upon it. Accordingly we set

to work developing appraisal theoryd, for my part in a series of publications leading up

to Martin & White 2005 (Martin 1992a surveys grading resources in Englishe; Martin

1992a, b, 1996 focus on AFFECT, subsuming judgement and appreciation; Martin 1997,

2000 factor attitude into AFFECT, JUDGEMENT and APPRECIATION, alongside ENGAGEMENT

and AMPLIFICATION; Martin & White 2005 rework AMPLIFICATION as GRADUATION, to

make way for both FORCE and FOCUS systems).

The educational linguistics focus of our Write it Right research team (Rose & Martin

2012) meant that we did not have the time or resources to explore evaluation from a

corpus perspective, following on from Sinclair’s development of Firth’s concept of collo-

cation (Firth 1957a, Halliday 1966, Sinclair 1966); for an overview of research adopting

this perspective see Hunston 2011. The alternative ‘lexis as delicate grammar’ perspec-

tive, initially conceived by Halliday 1961 and best illustrated in Hasan 1987, also gave

us pause. As the function/rank matrix in Figure 8 above shows, relevant evaluative

meaning for Halliday was in fact scattered across a range of lexicogrammatical systems –

including at least PROCESS TYPE (affective mental processes) at clause rank, ATTITUDE

in nominal groups, COMMENT in adverbial groups and CONNOTATION for words. This

reflects the fact that a feeling like happiness can be realised through many different systems

(happily they lost, it cheered him they lost, he felt happy, a happy chappy, his happiness

etc.). As discourse analysts we wanted a system that would generalise across these diverse

lexicogrammaticalisations, bringing feelings together in relation to one another so that we

could describe prosodies of evaluation in relation to genre (and later on in relation
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to the tenor of face-to-face interaction and the negotiation of identity; Eggins & Slade

1997, Martin 2010c). This meant turning from a grammatical perspective on evaluation to

a discourse semantic one.

The natural place to do this was as a partner to SPEECH FUNCTION and NEGOTIATION

systems (Martin 1992a, Martin & Rose 2003/2007) in the interpersonal metafunction

(as articulated in Figure 10 above). APPRAISAL, as we came to call it, would there comple-

ment the interactive turn-taking focus of those two MOOD based systems, highlighting

the ‘-personal’ dimension of interpersonal meaning. That said, we of course recognised

that feelings are expressed to be shared; they are a resource for bonding (Martin et al.

2013). So their ‘inter-personality’ is crucial to understanding their use. An outline of

appraisal resources is presented as Figure 18 below, including types of attitude (AFFECT,

JUDGEMENT and APPRECIATION), grading systems (FORCE and FOCUS) and ENGAGEMENT

systems for sourcing attitudes and managing heteroglossia in discourse.
Figure 18 Appraisal systems (discourse semantics, interpersonal metafunction).
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The critical point here as far as this paper is concerned, is that without a stratified

content plane there would have been no way to generalise appraisal resources across

the various lexicogrammatical systems realising them, including incongruent realisa-

tions (involving grammatical metaphor). And by treating discourse semantic systems as

organised by metafunction, we were able to reinterpret from an interpersonal perspec-

tive resources that are experientially constituted in lexicogrammar (i.e. mental pro-

cesses and states of affection – e.g. He disliked the approach/He was unhappy about

the approach). Our interpersonal discourse semantic approach also oriented us to the

prosodic nature of the realisation of attitude in discourse, as developed by Hood in her

work on academic writing (Hood 2006, 2010).

In short then, our genre work was the trigger, and our discourse semantic per-

spective the affording scaffold – for the evolution of a new approach to interper-

sonal meaning in SFL, expanding the move and exchange structure focus of

earlier research (e.g. Halliday 1984, Ventola 1987, Martin 1992a, b). Significantly,

this gave us extended resources for analysing interpersonal meaning in monologic

text (which is usually after all simply a succession of basically declarative state-

ments from the perspective of MOOD and SPEECH FUNCTION). It also gave us im-

proved resources for analysing the solidarity dimension of tenor, since

empathy in relation to feeling is such an important resource for negotiating

social affinity. And it gave us tools for distinguishing story genres from one

another and appreciating the significance of prosodic phases of evaluation in

their structure. Ongoing work in the 1990s on history and media discourse,

and literary and fine art criticism, was both enriched by and in turn enriched

our model of feeling in discourse (e.g. Coffin 2006, Iedema et al. 1994, Rothery &

Stenglin 2000).
Voices
As forecast in “Disciplinarity” above in this paper I have tried to illustrate how a disciplin-

ary singular like SFL might resist the tendency of horizontal knowledge structures to

fragment into competing theories and instead evolve, subsuming its past into possible fu-

tures. With reference to my work on discourse semantics, genre and appraisal I have tried

to show how SFL has been expanded theoretically, via a recontextualisation of previous

descriptions in relation to an expanding set of linguistic phenomena (as crudely imaged

in Table 1). And in “My training” above I set the ground for these developments by

commenting on my training. To understand why I reasoned the way I did in other words

you have to know where I was coming from – my time, my place, my teachers, my goals.

A short-hand way of thinking about this dialectic of evolution and personal history

would be to think of discourse semantics as my mediation of a conversation between

Gleason and Halliday, register and genre as mediation of a conversation between Gregory

and Halliday, and appraisal as mediation of a conversation between Labov and Halliday.

And by personalising my historyf I hope I have been able to show that there was more

than a disjunction of ideas involved. Gregory, Gleason and Halliday were more than ideas

for me; they were inspirational role models – to various degrees they related to me as

mentors, colleagues, comrades and friends. An axiological charged epistemology was at

play throughout the mediation, and will remain so, I am sure, for as long as I can sustain
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a comparable dialectic of change. I am equally sure my teachers would say the same of

the ancestors they read and got me to read.
Appliable linguistics
As noted in “Singulars and regions” above, in this paper I have concentrated on the

evolution of a singular, SFL, rather than the emergence of a region. So I have not

for example considered the range of singulars at play in the development of the

educational linguistics region known as the Sydney School (Rose & Martin 2012).

An outline of one reading of the key singulars influencing this particular curricu-

lum and pedagogy paradigm is presented in Figure 19g, which does not of course

specify which particular aspects of the knowledge of each singular were brought

into play.

It would be remiss of me however not to position the evolution of discourse seman-

tics, register and genre, and appraisal without acknowledging my commitment to

Halliday’s conception of SFL as an appliable linguistics (Halliday 2008). My approach

to discourse semantics was first developed in relation to research in clinical linguis-

tics (Rochester & Martin 1979); it continued to develop in relation to action research

in educational linguistics, which was also the applied context for the evolution of

register and genre as a stratified model of context (Rose & Martin 2012), and of ap-

praisal as a model of evaluation in discourse (Martin & White 2005). More recently

my work in forensic linguistics (Martin 2010c) has focused my attention on the need

for work on instantiation and individuation as hierarchies complementary to stratifi-

cation (Martin 2010c). All this accords, I believe, with Halliday’s early 1950s dream of

a Marxist linguistics which would be “a socially accountable linguistics, and this in

two distinct though related senses: that it put language in its social context, and at the

same time it put linguistics in its social context, as a mode of intervention in critical

social practices.” (1993: 73). This quote of course has always resonated for me with an-

other one, again from Halliday, which I first heard at the International Systemic
Figure 19 Recontextualised singulars in relation to the educational linguistics region known as the
Sydney School.
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Functional Congress at York University in Toronto in 1982: “From Bernstein I learnt

also, for the second time in my life, that linguistics cannot be other than an ideologic-

ally committed form of social action.” (Halliday 1985b: 5) I doubt very much that SFL

could have survived, let alone evolved and thrived, without a serious political commit-

ment of this order. I certainly could not have; that much of my life at least is more

than clear.
Endnotes
aI am indebted to Chris Cleirigh for both the terms and the attendant imaging,

although he does not currently use the terms in the sense I am deploying them here.
bAccording to Ventola 1987, this group included Suzanne Eggins, Chris Nesbitt,

Guenter Plum, Cate Poynton, Lynn Poulton, Joan Rothery, Anne Thwaite, Eija Ventola

and myself.
cMartin 2013a reviews the development of work on context in SFL in relation to both

language and attendant modalities of communication.
dThe Write it Right research team, whose work I directed (see Rose & Martin 2012),

played key roles in this development, including Caroline Coffin, Susan Feez, Sally

Humphrey, Rick Iedema, Henrike Koerner, David McInnes, David Rose, Joan Rothery,

Maree Stenglin, Peter White and Robert Veel; relevant publications and the later contribu-

tions by Gillian Fuller (on engagement) and Sue Hood (on graduation) developing the

framework are acknowledged in Martin & White 2005.
eThis survey can be usefully compared to Labov’s 1984 profile of what he calls

intensity.
fThe significance of personal history as far as a deeper appreciation of Halliday’s work

is concerned is flagged in the collection of interviews recently published by Continuum

as Interviews with Michael Halliday: language turned back on himself (Martin 2013b).
gIn Figure 19, MCA refers to the ‘mind, culture, activity’ theory of neo-Vygotsykans

(see Wells 1994, 1996 for discussion); for neo-Bernsteinian Social Realism see Maton 2014.
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